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The Lineout – Blocked Training v’s Random Practice Training 
 
 

The Lineout is an area of the game that over the last few years I have been 
looking at how the lineout has been coached and ways that I could improve my 
personal coaching skills in this area of the game. After making the transition from 
player to coach, I felt that I had sound technical and tactical knowledge of the 
lineout but from a coaching perspective I wasn’t satisfied with my level of 
expertise from a lineout point of view.  At the commencement of my coaching 
career, I was aware that I needed to improve and increase my knowledge and 
skills regarding the lineout.  At club level, I would find myself frustrated that the 
lineout session would involve 20 to 30 mins of lineout repetition of the team’s 
lineout calls with little focus on the actual skill development of the lineout. 
Therefore, most of the lineout training would take place in a blocked practice 
manner.  However, when you think about lineouts in a game sense and 
contextual manner this form of blocked practice does not even closely resemble 
the requirements of a game day lineout.  
 
A traditional blocked practice session obviously is needed early in the season for 
the education and understanding of the tactical areas of the lineout such as 
timing of jumps, lifting movements and ball delivery.  When this is put into a 
game situation, blocked practice does not take into consideration the key point 
that in a game you only get one chance at the execution of a lineout.  
 
The lineout is a skill that is performed sandwiched in between other skills. 
Blocked practice does also not account for player fatigue throughout a game and 
then also you need to take into consideration the effect that player replacements 
has on the execution of the lineout. 
 
The style of training that I am discussing is not just an open skilled approach as I 
believe that purely open skilled environments or game sense styled training is not 
the best way for skill development. Conversely, I also believe that a totally closed 
skill environment is also not the best answer to skill development.  I have firm 
beliefs that it is not possible to have one without the other. It is important that the 
technical aspect of a skill is coached in a closed skilled environment and that you 
then make a progressed transition through to an open skill or game sense 
environment. This style of training will produce the best results in skill 
development and skill acquisition. Game sense training became very popular but 
it is my belief that a pure game sense environment fails to deliver a high level of 
development in skill acquisition.  
 
 
 



When thinking of lineout practice you need to take into consideration how a 
lineout is performed in a game and try and structure this into your training 
schedule. Encoding specificity (Tulving & Thomson 1973) discusses about 
encoding information (learning) in the same environment that you will be 
reproducing what has been learnt i.e. the skill of the lineout.  As a result of this it 
is important to structure into your session situations where a lineout is executed 
in a single repetition in between other skill activities. The use of contextual 
interference training is going to be crucial in the development of the lineout. 
 
What is also needed to be understood is what effect a blocked training 
(repetition) session verses a random practice (contextual) session has on the 
confidence of the players. Blocked training provides the players with an over 
confident and a somewhat inflated level of self confidence.  This is due to the fact 
that the training is performed with a lot of repetition and when mistakes are made 
the level of disappointment or regret is low because more often than not the 
same lineout call will be repeated until it is executed perfectly and therefore a 
high level of satisfaction will exist.  Whereas with random practice there is the 
possibility of lower confidence levels in players after a random practice session. 
Players can under estimate their skill levels if there is a high level of mistakes in 
the session. Therefore, both players and coaches tend to prefer to do blocked 
practice because at the end of the session everyone has a high level of 
happiness that the lineout is situated to perform well in the upcoming weekend’s 
game. 
 
Similar to how I mentioned earlier that I believe you need to transition between a 
closed skill environment and an open skill environment for best skill acquisition; I 
believe that the same principles apply with lineout training. That is, you need to 
have a balance between blocked practice and contextual random practice and 
not one without the other.  
 
My preference is to ensure that earlier in the training week a larger focus is 
placed on blocked training as this provides you with the opportunity to focus on 
the technical aspects of lifting, jumping, throwing and pattern knowledge. As 
stated this will also give the players the confidence that they have a full 
understanding of the team’s lineouts. Then later in the training week I would 
incorporate the contextual random practice so that the players were put into the 
game situation of having to perform the lineout correctly-the one opportunity that 
they had (just like game day). This form of practice lifts the intensity of the 
execution. 
 
Depending on what stage of the year the season is at, you can really open up 
contextual random training to your imagination. Some aspects that I mentioned 
earlier that can be incorporated in random training such as pressure, fatigue and 
replacements can be included as followed: 
 



With regards to pressure you can incorporate field position and the outcome of 
the lineout into what logical skill the players would perform after the lineout result.  
 
For example: 
 
Lineout in your red zone: Execute correctly: players execute a kick chase:  
Execute incorrectly: players go into a defensive drill. The skill that is performed 
changes on field position. You can incorporate all skills of the game such as pick 
and go, mauling, phase attack, catch pass. 
 
With regards to fatigue you can structure into your session when the lineouts are 
performed. Also you can do the random practice in conjunction with a fitness 
session. The outcome of the lineout could have a bearing on the next segment of 
fitness that is performed.  
 
I also like to incorporate random practice of lineouts as a transition after each 
different block of skills that is performed. This does not have a draining effect on 
the session with regards to time as only one lineout is performed at each 
transition.  
 
By the end of the training session you might have performed 10 to 20 lineouts 
depending on the structure of your session, therefore simulating a game. If you 
also keep a record on the success rate and percentage which you can then 
check against game performance and then you can also track your performance 
from week to week throughout the season.   
 
I have included below a session where at the beginning we had a 10min lineout 
session which had a blocked repetition focus so that the players had a 
comfortable feeling of knowledge of the lineout. Then during the last 38.00 min 
contextual session, the players were performing a single lineout at the end of 
each micro skill segment. This contextual training is designed to contextualise a 
single half of rugby. It has a very high level of intensity.  
 
You can also incorporate these principles with other key players and include 
skills such as a box kick, a clearing kick and also a kick for goal. Also as with any 
coaching session the more planned and organised you are the better the session 
will run. This is especially the case with contextual random based training as the 
best results come from quick transitions with a high level of intensity.  



 
 

 

 



You can also apply the random training methods to your coaching in the skill of 
lineout throwing. Generally hookers in lineout practice throw in a blocked 
manner. This entails them throwing ball after ball in a repetition manner that 
allows them to get in a rhythm and feel very comfortable about their throwing.  
 
What happens in a game is that they get one chance to make their throw so 
therefore you need to put the hookers into an environment where they are 
practicing this skill of execution on the first throw. You can play around with the 
difficulty of each throwing session by adjusting the session volume, the variability 
of the session and also the extra pressure that is applied to the thrower. 
 
In conclusion, I believe the improvement that we found at club level with not just 
our winning percentage of game day lineouts but also the improvement in the 
individuals lifting and jumping technique far outweighed what I believe our 
development would have been if we had stuck to the old traditional form of 
blocked repetition practice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


